If p is a state of a C*-algebra 21 then its definite set 2DP is the set of selfadjoint operators A in 21 such that p(A2)=p(A)2.
Kadison and Singer [3, Theorem 4] showed that a state of all bounded operators (B( §) on a Hilbert space § is pure if and only if its definite set is maximal (in the set of definite sets due to states ordered by inclusion), and they left the problem open for states on general C*-algebras. Of course, if there exists a representation of 21 onto the complex numbers then $lsA-the selfadjoint operators in 21-is itself the definite set of some state, so unless 21 is in this case abelian, there will exist pure states whose definite sets are not maximal. We shall in the present note solve the problem to the affirmative if 21 has no one-dimensional representations.
Theorem. Let 21 be a C*-algebra with identity and with no one-dimensional representations. Then a state o/ 21 is pure i/ and only if its definite set is maximal. where 3C = 3PP\3*, and where I is the identity of 21, R the real numbers. Moreover they showed that if 2DP is maximal then p is pure. Hence, in order to prove the theorem it suffices to prove the following Lemma. Let %bea C*-algebra. Let pbea pure state of %. If wis a state of 21 for which 2Da,2) 2DP then either co is a homomorphism, so 2D" = %sa, or 2DW = 3DP.
Proof.
We may assume 21 has an identity denoted by /. Let p = c0zOxp, where 7rpis an irreducible representation of 2ton a Hilbert space, and x is a unit vector [2, 2.5.4]. Let 3 = kernel ttp, and suppose co(3)^0. Letco=co" o ir". Then ff = 7rM(3) is a nonzero two-sided ideal in irw (21) such that co" restricted to ff is a homomorphism. Now ff-is an idea 1 in iru(W)~, where the bar denotes weak closure, so there is a central projection E in ir^(%)~ such that ff-=Eiru(%)~ [l, p. 45]. By continuity co" is a homomorphism of £^(21)"" and 0 on (I-E)iru(^i)~; hence «" is a homomorphism on 7r"(2l)~, and w is a homomorphism on 21. We pure states of c-algebras may therefore assume 3Ckernel ira. Thus co induces a state co of 7r"(2I) such that the definite set of co contains that of co*, and co = co o ir". We may therefore assume 21 is irreducible acting on a Hilbert space §, p=03x, and SD^DSD^. Let X = 3UxD3*x. Then X is a C*-algebra, and Ksa = (3W )sa-Since w| X is a homomorphism there are two cases. If co(3C) =0 then if A EXz, A*A EX so co(.4) =0. Since ux is the unique state of 31 which annihilates 3U [3, 2.9.5], co=cox in this case. We may therefore assume co| X is a nonzero homomorphism. Now co=cov0 7r with ir a representation of 31 on a Hilbert space ^". If dim ^)" = 1, co is a homomorphism of 21. Assume dim §w^2. Let £=ir(3Bi). Then £ is a left ideal in 7r(2t). Let A he a positive operator in £, i.e. ^4E£+.
Then there isB in 3^ such that iriB) =A. Henceir(B*B) = A2EtriXSA).
But this set is uniformly closed since X is a C*-algebra. Hence A = (^42)1'2E7r(3+). Let £i be the uniform closure of £. Let AE&T-Choose Sn in £ such that Sn->A112 uniformly. Then S*SnE£ and S*Sn->A uniformly. By the preceding •S*>S,,Efl-(3+e), a uniformly closed set. Thus ,4&r(3+), and £+ = £?. Thus tt(3C) = £iD£*, and tt(X) has the property that if AEiriT), BE^iX) then BABE^iX). hence so is co" on iriX)~. In particular co^(P) = 1, and co" is a pure state on 7r(2t). Since y is cyclic, ir(2l) is irreducible; hence P is the one-dimensional projection on the subspace generated by y. Let z be a unit vector in §" orthogonal to y. Then for A E 3U , 7r(^4)z = 0, and JBiCS^. Therefore, 3"x C ^(je) C Tr-'iS^).
But 3r=7r_1(3a,2) is a uniformly closed left ideal in 21. Since 3"x is a maximal left ideal in 21 there are two possibilities. If J = 21 then 3" =wi5) =7r(2l), which is impossible. Therefore 3r = 3". Hence coz 0 7r(3Wi) =co2(3<^) =0, so C02 0 7r = c0;r. In particular co2 and ux are unitarily equivalent, so we may assume §u = ^p and that there is a unitary operator U such that 03ui=Ux. Since this holds for every unit vector z orthogonal to y, dim fQ = 2. Since furthermore co=co"0 7r = «[/" is a state on 3C, Z7y is orthogonal to x, so 3D" = 3DW is the diagonal 2X2 matrices. The proof is complete.
In the course of the proof we showed Corollary. Let 21 be a C*-algebra and p a pure state of 21 such that dim ^" = 3, where p=cox oirp, ir9 being an irreducible representation of %ona Hilbert space §p and x a unit vector in ^>p. If wis a state of % such that its definite set contains that of p then either co is a homomorphism or w=p.
